
VVIX - inverse panic

Believe it or not but VVIX is pretty much back to recent lows, currently printing 88.88....VIX is down

over past sessions, but the gap vs VVIX remains huge. Low VVIX does not mean the VIX must collapse

as the low skew affects VVIX a lot. Nevertheless it is worth noting: stress is fading further...
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Put frustration

Nothing really new, but the crowd managed "loving" puts as the market made a local low. Most people

tend to buy protection when they must, and not when they can. This results in hedges losing value

quickly, feeding the loop of "who needs protection bro...it only costs money".
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What risks are options markets showing?

By now even the people that don't trade volatility should be aware of the fact skew has collapsed. JPM

shows how skew has flattened, while upside has seen a bid, shifting the curve into a more smiley look.

What are the implications and how can you use this? Overwriting longs and using the premium to buy

downside protection is relatively cheaper now than in a long time.
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Winning or worried....?

"In our view, both the fall in oil and rates are being driven more by the fears of an economic slowdown

rather than a real peak in inflation and, therefore, peak Fed hawkishness...we continue to believe any

near term rally is nothing more than a bear market bounce with lower lows ahead. 

...all of the move last week was due to valuations moving higher which seems unusual given the

growing concern about earnings. In fact, even taking into account the fall in 10-year yields, the Equity

Risk Premium is back to 300bps. In our view, that makes little sense in the context of the likely negative

earnings revisions coming in 2Q and still rising risk of recession over the next 6-12 months. As our fair

value valuation framework shows, the S&P 500 is now meaningfully mis-priced again for the current

PMI and rates backdrop (even with the recent fall in bond yields).

...The only question is whether we have a soft landing (base case) in which the S&P 500 bottoms near

3400-3500 or we have a recession (bear case) in which the index falls toward 3000."  

(Morgan Stanley Equity strategy)

HYG refusing

HYG refuses to join the latest equities squeeze. Let's see how this develops, but HYG has refused

previous SPX squeezes that eventually reversed lower and "caught" up to HYG.
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The roaring convexity bull

Regular readers of TME are familiar with our China bull logic, especially the forgotten tech sector. In

our thematic email, "China- green shoots" from mid May we outlined the reasons for why this space

could be in for a real squeeze. HSTECH is +35% since May lows, closing at the highest levels since

February today. Note the index is leaving the 100 day moving average behind, aiming for the 200 day.

Don't be shy to add to your winners...
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No recession - what is the trade?

What if the recession doesn't materialise? JPM writes: "...if a recession does not materialize (as is our

base case), then the market will see a rotation out of defensives and into oversold higher beta and

smaller cap market segments".

The investment bank recommends buying the Russell 2000 3M 105-115% call spreads for around

2.65% of notional indicatively. That gives you a 4x max pay out ratio. Russell volatility isn't overly rich

on a relative basis.
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How to play the energy dip - JPM

Long energy remains one of JPM's core longs. The investment bank is out pushing the long XOP 3M

110%/130% call spreads logic that costs approx 4.35% of notional, offering some 4.6x max payout. You

need XOP to recover only half of what it lost from highs in order to maximize your profits. Not bad, but

will it recover...?

From a volatility point of view, XOP isn't overly cheap, but given the elevated 1 month realized

volatilities, implieds do not look as rich...
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Bitcoin - we miss you

What happened to bitcoin being tech and tech being bitcoin? The longer as well as the shorter term

charts show the most recent gap between the two...
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Bitcoin drawdowns

Just a gentle reminder of how deep draw downs tend to be in BTC...but riding it all the way down and

drawing long term trend lines is not a trading strategy.
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